nuggets
ImaSight releases
digital X-ray sensor
ImaSight Inc., developer and supplier of digital radiography technologies, launches its first product, ImaSight4600. Initially intended for use in veterinary diagnostics, the technology includes a
graphical user interface co-developed
with
Ottawa-based
Macadamian Technologies Inc.
ImaSight converts x-rays into four
different light wavelengths and incorporates mirrors and lenses to
create a sharp image. “To achieve
the digital image quality that you
get with the ImaSight4600, you
would need to pay at least $100,000
on the market today,” says John
Brooks, CEO of ImaSight. “A veterinary hospital could convert to
the ImaSight sensor for less than
$50,000.” In the coming months
ImaSight plans to introduce new
versions of the sensor, which will
be targeted towards human health
care.

IDC signs on with
Mexican ad agency
International Datacasting Corp.
is working with two Mexican com-

panies to transmit digital advertising to signage at 360 retail
stores across Mexico. Under the
agreement, advertising content
provided by Media Innovations
will be sent to signage company
Telmex and then distributed to retailers using IDC’s Datacast XD
system and multimedia server appliance.

March gets Mexican
bank award
March Networks receives the HSBC Mexico award for top security
products supplier. One of Mexico’s
largest financial networks, HSBC
has the March Networks IP digital
surveillance equipment installed
in its branches throughout the
country and is currently deploying
the solutions across all of its 1,400plus branches worldwide.

reversal from the corresponding
quarter a year earlier when the
company lost $3.4 million (17 cents
a share). Revenue rose 4%, from
$45.6 million to $47.4 million. GAAP
net profit for fiscal 2006 was $9.3
million ($.40 a share), compared
with a loss of $8.8 million ($.45 a
share) the previous year. Revenue
last year rose 8%, to $177.2 million.
The company, however, expects a
rough start in 2007, forecasting a
net loss of $18 million to $20 million
for Q1. The anticipated underperformance is due in part to integration with Intervideo, the digital
media software company recently
acquired by Corel.

land and Labrador-based Blue
Line Innovations has offices at 1545
Carling Avenue in Ottawa.

Cognos wraps up
Seprotech gets orders Celequest buy
worth $575,000
Business software maker Cognos fiSeprotech Systems Inc. signs two
new deals totaling $575,000, surpassing the $5-million mark for orders in the last two months. The
water treatment systems company says that one of its orders is
from a repeat customer in the municipal sector requiring tertiary
wastewater treatment technology.
The other order is for a wastewater
treatment system for a mining operation in Quebec. Founded in
1985, Seprotech Systems became
a public company in 1994.

Feds put green into
clean energy

Gallium opens
office in South

Gallium Visual Systems Inc.
opens an office in Huntsville, Alabama, a location close to key customers and partners. “We intend to
take advantage of the tremendous
talent available in the high tech
Corel finishes strong community of Huntsville to further
develop our products and grow our
but starts poorly
business,” says Leif R. Olsen, GalCorel Corp. improves on analysts lium’s president. A division of
predictions for Q4, but anticipates Kongsberg Defence & Aerospace,
a sharp decline in the opening Gallium develops human systems
quarter of 2007 due to restructur- interface software for performance
ing.
The software maker, which re-Proof:
Date:
airP1traffic management and the deports in $US, posted a GAAP prof- fense industry. The company emit of $9.4 million (37 cents a share) ploys about 50 people at its operafor the November quarter, a strong tions on Moodie Dr.

nalizes its acquisition of Celequest
Corp. of Redwood City, Calif. for an
undisclosed figure. Celequest’s software, which allows users to monitor
and manage business activities
through real-time feeds, is seen by
Cognos as complementary to its own
products. Says Cognos chief strategy officer Rob Rose, “Celequest’s
operational dashboards are immediately interoperable with Cognos 8
BI, delivering a more complete view
of enterprise information for better
overall performance management.”

Blue Line wins
AESP award
Blue Line Innovations wins the
Association for Energy Service
Professionals’ Outstanding Energy Efficient Technology Deployment of the Year award for its
placement of 30,000 PowerCost
Monitors in Northern Ontario.
Blue Line’s wireless device tracks
single-unit, residential electricity
consumption in real time, showing
homeowners how much money is
being spent on electricity from
minute to minute. The Newfound-

The federal government is loading
its new ecoEnergy Technology Initiative with $230 million to research
and develop green technology. An
initiative of the natural resources
and environment ministries, the
new program will focus on an agenda that includes carbon dioxide removal, clean coal, clean oil sands
production and renewable energy.
“Canada is an emerging energy superpower,” says natural resources
minister Gary Lunn. “But our real
challenge is to be a clean-energy superpower. To do this, we must address
the fact that the greatest source of untapped energy is the energy we waste.
More, see Nuggets, P. 9

Why Search A Few Technology Jobs In
Ottawa When You Can Scan Over 1,000?
Ottawa’s most comprehensive web site for up to date news on the local
advanced technology sector is also where you’ll find current listings for
virtually all technology jobs in Ottawa. If you’re looking to hire or be hired,
stop searching and start scanning.
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